
Games, as a medium, are evolving. This thesis explores 
games as emotional, evocative, and enriching experiences 
and delves into specific techniques for broadening their 
affective potential. Two theories on optimal experiences, 
one psychological, flow, and one from Human-Computer 
Interaction, enchantment, provide a solid framework from 
which to examine the genre. A brief research study on 
auditory and non-auditory feedback loops investigates 
rhythm affinity and the effect of synchrony on immersion 
as an example of a single interactive aspect whose study 
and exploration could lead to a better understanding of 
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the medium. A limited portfolio of six games applies the 
techniques and concepts covered in the thesis and
dissects their comparative success.

With the dawn of mass-interconnectivity upon society, it 
is no surprise to find games undergoing a revolution. To 
conclude, this thesis examines the phenomenon called 
the New Games Movement, a paradigmatic shift in how 
games are being created, distributed, perceived, and 
played that simultaneously signals the rebirth and 
maturation of the medium into culture.
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relaxation or otherwise. If play is so integral to our nature 
as thinking, feeling organisms, it follows that the means 
by which we play would be an equally important aspect 
of our lives.
 
Our lives are becoming digital and our play even more 
so. The video game industry is outselling the movie 
industry, just as movies outsold the publishing industry. 
Just as movies initially suffered a social stigma, games 
have suffered under the stereotype of a wasteful teenage 
leisure activity. The video game industry has the potential 
to establish evocative, persuasive, and engaging experi-
ences, to teach and educate, to enlighten and mobilize, 
just as film and books did (and do). Despite its potential, 
investigating the industry’s recent composition illuminates 
justification for the stigma. Many of the most popularized 
games are first person shooters (FPS) and fighter-genre 
games, where the main attractors are the realism and 
degree of violence and the main goals are domination 
and destruction (of life, property, or other entities). Even 
in the acclaimed, narrative driven RPGs, fighting and bat-
tling are an assumed constant. 

While the teenage population happily consumes such 
comparatively gratuitous goals, adults and older au-
diences seek more fulfilling experiences. What self-
realization can be gained by watching an avatar’s limbs 
fall off their body piecemeal? How insightful is choos-
ing between an AK-47 and a flamethrower? Adults do 
not assign meaning in the same way as teenagers, nor 
should they (this would likely signify an unsettling lack of 
development). However, as long as games continue to 
cater towards the more base desires and fantasies, their 
potential as a medium to be academically investigated 
and more universally appreciated is minimal. Many of the 
low risk decisions made by studios to continue produc-
ing such games is due to a general lack of understanding 

The field of game design (and now Game Studies, or 
Ludology) is one yearning for validity, maturity, and at-
tention. The potential of this interactive multimedia is 
often overlooked by its deadline-strangled, proven-profit 
industry and discredited as a juvenile past time by most 
of the academic community.  Now, as independent 
gaming studios experiment with the full evocative power 
of interactive multimedia, as ubiquitous computing and 
mass interconnectivity bring bytes and blood all the 
closer, even as predictions for future populations, en-
ergy usage, and life expectancies force contemplation of 
spending the majority of one’s life in a cardiac-depressed 
state of digital immersion [Kardia, 2007], researching 
and understanding games grows ever more integral. It 
is vital to establish a sturdy foundation not only for game 
designers, but, in time, the psychologists, physiologists, 
sociologists, and average human beings who will find 
entertainment (and indeed existence) increasingly woven 
with digital mediums.

 
Why is this entertainment important? Why should we 
focus on expanding the medium and its potential audi-
ence? Johan Huizinga argues that the existence of play 
proves the existence of the greater mind, of creatures 
as something more than machines: “We play and know 
that we play, so we must be more than merely rational 
beings, for play is irrational” [Huizinga 1955].  Embracing 
a state without utilitarian motivations is non-trivial and 
universal of evolved creatures. Animals play. People play. 
No biological explanation suitably excuses all instances 
or occurrences of play, neither as practice, energy relief, 
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of the medium - in part due to a lack of critical research, 
and in part a lack of exploratory design decisions. As a 
medium, we do not know how games create feelings, 
how they can effect emotions beyond the basic scope, or 
even, fully, why people play the ones they do.

In order to garnish understanding we first need some 
foundation of experimental games. Creating games 
that appeal to a broader audience with a wider range of 
desires and motivations would benefit not only the indi-
viduals and studios designing games but general under-
standing of non-usability-driven technology and society in 
an increasingly digital age. After all, games are what we 
play, and play is part of what we are. But how do we get 
there?

In the same way that immediate usability evaluation can 
cripple more creative and out of the box ideas [Greenberg 
& Buxton 2008], force-fitting game design onto a generic 

template begets generic games. Technology is no longer 
a limiting factor, and with the advent of massive social 
connectivity, audience is changing drastically away from 
its classic composition. The old giant genres - FPS, RPG, 
no longer dominate player desires. The templates are 
outdated. We can no longer think in terms of base stimuli 
and instinctual play to survive, conquer, and save the 
world. Instead, designers need to realize the full range of 
possible experiences they could induce. Concepts should 
evolve out of what experiences designers plan to provide 
and the emotions they hope to evoke, shaped not around 
bullet point lists of gratifications by age group, but the 
artistic integrity of the cohesive whole.

Several theories exist on how to design for experience, 
emotion, and sensation. In examining specific applica-
tions to games, we can garner a basic set of techniques 
to help us design towards the future and explore the full 
potential of a unique medium.
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the interaction is what should be evaluated for success 
based on the experience it creates and its capacity to 
make people think and feel.

Several relevant interpretations for ideal or optimal expe-
riences revolve around a sensation of being caught up 
in the moment, with all focus on the immediacy of the 
present and the suspension of self-awareness. This is by 
no means a new idea, though academic applications to 
game design have been more recent . Athletes champi-
on being ‘in the game’, expressing a high level of focus, 
lightning reaction time, and stellar performance. ‘Time 
flies when you’re having fun’ alludes to the timelessness 
and removed sense of self associated with these ex-
periences, with the fun of being in a game, situation, or 
experience, to the extent that everyday mental noise falls 
away.
 
This state manifests in many ways, but two theories 
show particular promise as guidelines for broadening the 
emotional depth and potential of games. From a psycho-
logical perspective comes Mihály Csíkszentmiháyli’s idea 
of flow [Csíkszentmiháyli 1991]. From a human-computer 
interaction perspective we get an idea termed enchant-
ment [McCarthy et al 2006]. Flow by definition demands 
a closed loop system where actor and situation, player 
and game, are creating output and interpreting input. 
McCarthy et al. take a term not typically applied to inter-
action and show how the concept can help “understand 
people’s affective attachments to particular interactive 
systems.” For the purpose of this paper, games.  Flow 
addresses the functional aspects of games: the sys-
tems, rules, and frameworks that determine challenge 
and stimulation.  Enchantment helps us understand the 
aesthetics of a game’s classical elements: music, sound, 
art style and animation, narrative and how we interact 
with them. 

Designing for experience is not a new concept, but it is 
difficult to judge and definitive success is often elusive 
and subjective at best. Artists choose their colors to cre-
ate certain moods, composers select tempo and chords 
that convey poignant emotions, even writers pick their 
grammatical structures with care, navigating adjectives 
and revealing just enough to keep the readers turning 
the page. But in each case, the qualities are ultimately 
dependent on the mindset, memories, and associations 
the viewer, listener, or reader brings with them. The most 
successful creative pieces, regardless of medium, are 
always the ones that reach out and resonate most deeply 
or most universally.
 
For games, appealing to a broader audience with an 
increased evocative capacity would benefit the genre’s 
development and bolster its legitimacy, but in extending 
the reach of a game we cannot rely on evaluation by ex-
perts or trained judges or, worst of all, a set of functional 
standards. Instead, evaluation must come from users, 
players, and cannot truly be graded on sheer popularity 
and sales alone (in the realm of the subjective, ‘popular’ 
media is not necessarily that which challenges, contrib-
utes to, and inspires society, even if such popularity is 
sometimes necessary for gaining recognition).
 
Game design can draw heavily on techniques from the 
classic arts, combining artistic style, symphonic score, 
and touching narrative, all of which have preset stan-
dards and entire fields of critical study. Yet one facet 
sets games apart, defining the genre and demanding its 
own standards for evaluation. In games, the player is an 
integral part of the system. A game will not work without 
a player, and for a designer, who would have their cre-
ation function and exist as long as possible, holding the 
player’s attention is paramount. Interactivity, then, is what 
sets games apart from the classic arts, and therefore 
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In his discussion of flow, Csíkszentmiháyli isolates nine 
universal points garnered from a diverse ethnographic 
survey across professions of what is experienced during 
flow and the environment surrounding the experience. 
Alone these provide a monumental framework for design-
ers, but we will focus specific attention on applications for 
designing interactive experiences [Csíkszentmiháyli 1997].  
It is important to note that not every point has obvious 
or conventionally useful connection to games, and some 
that do are actually quite contestable.

1 • There are clear goals at every step
This point refers to the constant existence and clarity 
of some objective while in the experience. Perhaps the 
most contestable of Csíkszentmiháyli’s notes on flow, at 
least in relation to games, it will be heavily criticized when 
discussing enchantment. However, especially in terms of 
classical games, it is a legitimate and practical sentiment.

By many definitions, a game must possess an objective 
or goal (making it differentiable from a toy, which has no 
explicit goal [Crawford 2003]) or at least a “quantifiable 
outcome” [Salen & Zimmerman 2003], suggesting a pro-
pensity to judge success or failure by some benchmark. 
The visibility of these goals, both terminal and intermedi-
ary, is sometimes very explicit: traverse a stretch of world 
(most platform games), stay alive (FPS games), be the 
fastest (racing games). But some genres, and it is a spe-

cific weakness of RPGs, may have just one character at 
one unrepeatable point in an expansive timeline suggest 
the next direction of play, and this is often lost, skipped, 
or forgotten entirely unless mechanisms are provided that 
recount such words of wisdom. The resulting frustra-
tion of wandering without direction detriments the overall 
experience, and is usually a byproduct of linear progres-
sion, restrictive story-telling and railroading (That is, when 
only one or a few acceptable courses of action have 
been accounted for by the designers and programmers, 
even if, based on the rules and background of the world, 
others should be possible). A well designed game should 
have ample allusions to the expected course of action, or 
tools that always allow the player to see precisely what 
they need to do, whether it is as blatant as a bulleted list 
of objectives, a slightly more subtle diary function with 
highlighted or bolded keywords, or even a button that 
turns the character in the direction of the next plot point 
or nearest challenge. 

More interesting than games where designers and pro-
grammers consistently make clear goals are games in 
which players decide the goals, terminal or intermediary. 
So termed ‘sandbox games’ are games in which pro-
gression of events and gameplay is not necessarily linear 
(though players might progress from sandbox to meta-
phorical sandbox), but rather the player is presented with 
a situation or system which has some set of rules out 
of which gameplay emerges and goals can be defined, 
or chosen. In strongly narrative games, it is impossible 
to account for the broad range of player creativity that 
can arise in response to a given situation, simply due to 
limitations on content creation (one reason, perhaps, that 
online player generated content is becoming so popular). 
In the future games are likely to eliminate the frustration of 
railroaded narratives such that not only are goals explicit 
(pre-programmed or determined by the player), but the 
paths to those goals and the intermediary objectives to 
reach them are either explicit or can handle and account 
for player ingenuity as in sandbox games. By allowing 
players the freedom to explore a system without explicit 
linear direction, games encourage creativity, adaptability, 

Wh At I s  fl o W?

“We have seen how people describe the common 
characteristics of optimal experience: a sense that one’s 
skills are adequate to cope with the challeges at hand, in 
a goal-directed, rule-bound action system that provides 
clear clues as to how well one is performing. Concentra-
tion is so intense that there is no attention left over to 
think about anything irrelevant, or to worry about prob-
lems. Self-consciousness disappears, and the sense of 
time becomes distorted. An activity that produces such 
experiences is so gratifying that people are willing to do it 
for its own sake, with little concern for what they will get 
out of it, even when it is difficult, or dangerous.” - Mihály 
Csíkszentmiháyli’
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ing challenge, others prefer a game that immediately 
tests the full range of their skill until they reach a breaking 
point. This is something programmers cannot anticipate. 
The player is the final judge of their own experiences, 
but caution should be used when relying too heavily on 
a player to challenge his or herself. Just as some people 
are more or less lazy than others, some players without 
proper stimulus will fail to seek out challenge and aban-
don a game. Customizable difficulty, in essence, relies on 
self-reporting, and self-reporting is always prone to error.
 
Objective feedback arises as a potential solution, or at 
least a component for improving engagement. Objective 
feedback is psychological and physiological measure-
ments that players cannot directly control. The pursuit of 
this feedback and its use in a gaming context is called 
“affective gaming” [Skyes & Brown 2003]. Monitoring 
brainwaves, heart rate, or using galvanic skin sensors, 
for example, can provide low-level insight into physi-
ological arousal. Players with no signs of arousal or other 
indicative mental processes (focus, concentration) could 
receive extra stimulus to encourage engagement and 
bring the player to a level of perceivable arousal, while 
players with negative mental states, like prolonged 
frustration, could be aided [Gilleade 2004]. Unfortunately, 
many of these sensors are intrusive, and most still are 
not fully understood. In order for EEG to be effective, for 
instance, psychologists need to ascertain what brain sig-
nals and frequencies are associated with what emotions 
or mental states. Because of the highly variable nature of 
brainwaves between individuals, this is far from a simple 
task. The games Neuro-Boy and Judecca correlate 
brainwaves to direct action, not difficulty adjustment, 
and even then the algorithms are not good enough to 
consistently interpret a user’s concentration or relaxation. 
Bardzell et al suggest a method that combines various 
types of objective data collection, including heart rate, 
respiratory rate, and activity and posture [Bardzell et 
al 2008]. Theoretically, more data would lead to more 
accurate understanding, but this begets almost limitless 

and open interpretation, something that needs to be bal-
anced for long-term satisfaction over the immediacy of a 
flow state and the presence of unambiguous objectives. 
The more ownership a player has, the more connections 
they make, the more meaning they feel.

2 • There is immediate feedback to 
one’s interactions*

Be it visual, auditory, textual or otherwise, the player must 
understand that they are affecting the system [Norman 
1990]. It needn’t be readily apparent exactly how they are 
affecting the system (learning how to interact and create 
the appropriate responses from a game can be half the 
fun), but there must be some immediate acknowledge-
ment that yes, the player is providing input, and yes, 
it is being processed. While immediacy of feedback is 
essential, it is not exclusive. A character given a choice 
of responses should receive feedback when she selects 
one. The screen should change. Another character 
should respond. A ping should sound.  But those im-
mediate responses might not be the only ones the player 
has created. Long term responses, like multiple endings 
based on cumulative affinity scores, would ruin part of 
the enjoyment if illuminated via immediate feedback: “You 
now have 256 affinity points with Sam; you have received 
the Tasha and Sam game ending!” Some ambiguity can 
be alluring, and prolonged deciphering of effects on a 
system extends and adds depth to the challenge.

3 • A balance exists between challenge 
and skill

In his thesis, Jenova Chen closely examined this point in 
relation to game design, proving the value of customiz-
able player experiences [Chen 2007]. As opposed to 
“passive” adaptive difficulty, where programmers and 
designers try to guess a player’s engagement based 
on success and fail factors, players should be able to 
choose the speed of their advancement (“active” dy-
namic difficulty adjustment). Comfortable flow states 
differ based on individuals; some prefer a slowly escalat-

6 * Csíkszentmiháyli uses ‘actions’. Interactions are equally applicable and the focus of the text, and thus used.
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questions about how the factors correlate, interact, and 
affect one another . There simply is not enough research 
yet to make these options feasible.

4 • Action and awareness merge
While more a result than an environmental factor, this illus-
trates the necessity of good interface design. Effective player 
actions must occur through some sort of interface – mouse, 
controller, keyboard, joystick. Even affective gaming requires 
peripherals, be they galvanic skin sensors or EEG headsets, 
and each interaction with a physical piece of hardware (or a 
clunky graphical user interface) is an opportunity to knock 
the player out of a flow state. Action and awareness cannot 
merge if a user is battling with an interface, if they are even 
consciously aware that there is an interface. 

Recently, using controllers’ natural affordances has been 
highly successful at making button schematics feel, well, 
non-existent. In Shadow of the Colossus, the right shoulder 
button of the PlayStation 2 controller is used for the ‘grip’ 
command, and indeed pressing with the index finger mimics 
a firmer hold on the controller, a constriction of the palm, 
and, in prolonged climbing puzzle sequences, even the ex-
haustion feedback. With the Wii and other new types of inter-
face where actions are translated directly (instead of through 
on/off buttons or an analog joystick), players are linked more 
and more directly both to their actions in the game and the 
feedback they receive. By further exploring new types of 
input (and novel explorations of those we have: shoulder but-
tons certainly were not new when Shadow of the Colossus 
was released), we can establish seamless interactions and 
diminish disruptions.

5 • Dimensions are excluded from con-
sciousness

Here. Now. This point implies the spontaneity of thought: 
things are not considered, but experienced moment to mo-
ment to moment to the exclusion of daily worries and anxiet-
ies. This is the ideal result, but also has important design 
implications. In terms of the philosophical, it can be linked 
to one of Huizinga’s defining characteristics of a game: it is 
clearly separate from reality. 

A trend in many games is to proceed in the opposite direc-
tion. Designers, producers, programmers, consumers – 
many want games that are more realistic, more accurate, 
with higher definition, better algorithms, and optimal graph-
ics.  These are way sof maintaining illusions, of encouraging 
connections and investment in the game world through 
similarity to the real world. The Wii was a marked split from 
this technological race and proved that remaining in a 
distinctly separate realm from reality is just as profitable (and 
can reach a much broader audience). This is not to say all 
games should revert to bright, bouncy cartoon graphics. The 
world would be a frightening place if the video game market 
became a land of Katamari Damacy and Loco Roco. The 
balance should be considered in design – there is truth to the 
attachment people invest in things that are similar to reality, 
but there is also safety in immersing oneself in a world sepa-
rate from taxes, laundry, work deadlines, familial problems, 
and global warming. After all, how often do people seek 
leisure to ‘get away from it all’?
 
The danger of a game that does not uphold this rule, this 
division from reality called the ‘fourth wall’, has been explored 
in a variety of films, from the popular Matrix to the more 
blatantly game-critical eXistenZ. Several games, commercial 
and experimental, have also toyed with ruining the safety of 
the fourth wall, most with great success – but the enjoyment 
received from such experiences is not likely a flow state, but 
rather a sense of enchantment arising from broken boundar-
ies, to be discussed later.

6 • There is no fear of failure
In part due to their history as arcade games, popular video 
games used to have save points scattered sparsely in worlds 
and throughout challenges, if at all. This point in Csíkszentmi-
háyli’s denotation does not refer to a lack of fail opportunities, 
but rather a state where those fears are not considered – 
cannot be considered, because they simply instill distraction. 
Even in an arcade game with no saves, no cushioning, no 
extra lives, it is possible to achieve a flow state, but what we 
are examining is how to make flow states in games more 
readily achievable and emotionally rich. 
 
In arcade games, each new level brings with it a greater fear 
of failure. For every success there exists the ever-present po-
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In relation to social games, in particular, this point holds a 
curious tension. In being observed, a person is made more 
acutely aware of his or her self. Theories abound on impres-
sion management and how people craft their virtual identi-
ties and public information to affect how people perceive 
them. Can players find flow in social games? 

Many massive multiplayer online games are plagued with 
a variety of problems, one of the most notorious being 
the maturity and content generated by the masses. Most 
popular MMORPGs, World of Warcraft among them, enable 
at least text chat and often voice chat. Not only do mundane 
statements and frequent curses remove players from the 
game world (though for some it is a defining asset of the ex-
perience), they are a constant reminder of others’ presence. 
In the shared environment, anyone could be watching and 
judging, and under the weight of those observers, losing the 
worry and doubt and niggling awareness of the self is much 
more difficult. Despite this, the quantity and popularity of 
MMORPGs indicate extreme success, and the social appeal 
of gaming, in MMORPGs and otherwise, is well document-
ed [Lazzaro 2009]. 

The challenge, then, is limiting self-consciousness in an 
environment filled with other players, some of whom one 
naturally desires to engage, befriend, and possibly grow 
intimate with (as Huizinga defines the act of play as some-
thing intimate: a shared fantasy) and some of whom will 
inevitably seek their own pleasure from making others’ 
experiences less enjoyable [Bartle 1996]. Anonymity arises 
as a possible solution, but with serious drawbacks. At first 
glance, it provides players with a safety net, a protective 
layer of distance that can create a removed clarity and the 
aforementioned freedom from worries. Unfortunately, given 
such freedom, players also needn’t worry about credibility. 
Why act in a manner sophisticated, honorable, and noble 
when one could much more easily and with much more im-
mediate gratification revert to immature, lowbrow insults and 
schadenfreude? The viral quality of negativity only exacer-
bates such environments [Marsden 2009]. Moderation be-

tential of losing that progress. In adventure and RPG games 
lacking frequent save points, the time after beating an enor-
mous boss is frazzled with anxiety: “What if I run into just one 
more simple enemy? It could kill me in the state I’m in now. I 
have to get back to that save point.” Csíkszentmiháyli notes 
that the lack of worry arises from a sense of exerting control 
over the outcome despite opportunities for failure, such that 
mountain climbers fully-versed in the safety and dangers 
of a certain cliff-face feel climbing it is actually far safer than 
crossing a street in New York, due to the amount of influ-
ence they have over potential dangers. Given this, imagine 
the difficulty of maintaining a flow state, say, in an early Final 
Fantasy or other random battle game, where absolutely no 
control exists over possible encounters, and even opportuni-
ties to flee once engaged are often punished and not always 
possible. The concern is distraction in and of itself, but save 
points, no matter how cleverly titled or visualized, are still 
abstractions of links to the real world and invasive towards 
the game’s local reality – another flow disrupter.

Including auto-saves is a huge step in cultivating flow states. 
Not only are players free from the constant fear of reaching 
savepoints, but suspension of disbelief isn’t broken by wor-
rying about memory card space, new save files, and ‘please 
don’t remove memory card or turn off the game at this time.’  
Punishments for dying, losing, or moving in a way inconsis-
tent with a designer’s vision are also becoming much lighter. 
Instead of three lives and game over, more new releases 
have infinite lives, unlimited tries, and still prove challenging, 
engaging, and enjoyable. If failure is an option, then it should 
be a stimulus, an incentive to improve, not a brutal penalty.

7 • Self-Consciousness disappears
This point refers to the temporary suspension of the ego: 
People become too engaged to care how other people 
might perceive them, or if what they are doing is intelligent, 
or morally sound, or worthwhile.  The ego no longer watches 
from some space behind the eyes; instead, the whole per-
son is attuned, immediate, and at present.
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comes vital, and good moderation with large groups is all but 
impossible. One solution to the lack of credibility is increasing 
investment in characters, but as soon as people are deeply 
invested in their characters they adopt similar patterns of im-
pression management and concern over others’ perception. 
Self-consciousness returns, even if on a different scale. 

Creating a system that limits opportunities for vandalism 
and disruptive communication in networked interactions 
is discussed in further detail in the “Symbiosis” prototype. 
Outside of shared experiences, minimizing self-conscious-
ness, whether merely a result or causal to flow states, is less 
complex. In most games, the player is already removed from 
his or herself. He is embodied in a character or has roles, 
tools, items, abilities, or powers far beyond those possessed 
in reality. The augmented self provides the comfortable dis-
tance, and the sanctity of a single-player experience (unless 
watched, which a designer cannot account for) encourages 
lapses in self-consciousness, as there is no observer to 
judge.

8 • The sense of time is distorted
Hours can fly by in seconds, or mere instants can float 
eternal: this is the sensation Csíkszentmiháyli found in almost 
all of his studies. The exception to the rule was during a 
time-critical activity: runners became hyper aware of passing 
seconds, and surgeons could guess elapsed time to within 
30 seconds, even on very long procedures. Because of this 
distortion, many methods for measuring flow include some 
element of time, either measuring time distortion (having 
each subject play for a certain amount of time, and then ask-
ing how long they think they played) or measuring voluntary 
play length (assuming those in flow will play longer).
  
As to game design, attempting to purposefully distort time to 
encourage, evoke, or facilitate flow sounds ridiculous at first 
glance. The distortion arises due to flow; it is not causal. But 
what if it were? Assumption would suggest placing a person 
in an environment where time indicators moved quicker or 
slower would be disorienting and possibly anxiety-inducing, 
but it might produce a fascinating experiment. In regards 
to a place where time was purposefully indicated as slower 
– would people feel more aware, more attuned to their sur-
roundings because they were perceiving more information 

that they normally did in a minute, minutes, hour? Would it in 
fact be possible to induce new emotional or mental states, 
having broken or adjusted the framework to which people 
are most accustomed? 

9 • The activity becomes autotelic
Of Csíkszentmiháyli’s list, games hold an enormous advan-
tage simply due to this sole point. Autotelic activities are 
those done for their own sake, as a means to their own end, 
not motivated by any external demands. Games, by and 
large, are already autotelic. We do not play them because 
our parents tell us to, because we must to survive, or 
because it makes us money (save for a rare few). We play 
games to play games, and that makes them sacred.

An autotelic activity is already removed from the worrisome 
drudgery of daily life, if drudgery is to be defined as unap-
preciated obligation. Games are intended to be fun, to be 
experiences complete in themselves, extending outward only 
in what we learn and take with us. Contention on this point 
arises in “edutainment” – education sparingly disguised as 
a game. If educational games are forced on children, they 
become exotelic (unless they are fun and engaging enough 
that children play for playing’s sake or children are mature 
enough to enjoy learning for learning’s sake). One suggested 
method for imbuing games with greater depth and educa-
tional value without ruining the autotelic quality is through 
tangential learning [Portnow 2009]. Tangential learning refers 
to sneaking in information alongside naturally enjoyable 
activities: teaching kids about river ecosystems by going on 
a canoe trip, for instance, or about computer programming 
by creating robots or (hey!) computer games. With allusions, 
references, and embedded knowledge, games can encour-
age learning without making education the explicit purpose. 
This keeps games autotelic while simultaneously impacting 
players in ways that carry with them beyond the gaming ex-
perience. If all games taught this way, even with only limited 
educational or referential content, the potential to effect learn-
ing could be incredibly powerful and far-reaching.

Portnow suggests several simple ways to embed informa-
tion: quotes, facts, or diagrams during loading screens, links 
to internal or external encyclopedic information (as in Civiliza-
tion games), and allusions (like the name “Sephiroth”).

9



Largely, flow applies to functional and mechanical aspects 
of games: difficulty levels, input and output, specific types of 
penalties and rewards, and number and type of user interac-
tions. Flow also refers to a relatively short term and immedi-
ate state of mind.  As we move to enchantment, the focus 
will shift to more aesthetic and content-oriented aspects of 
games, and the temporal window will extend beyond play-
time and into the long-term takeaways of an experience. 

Overview
Csíkszentmiháyli’s idea of flow provides enormous insight 
in designing mechanics for games and understanding why 
and how people can become so engaged. However, many 
of the theoretical uses and applications of flow are for, as 
stated, “optimization”. This idea that exerpiences should - or 
even could - be rigorously streamlined to an ultimately more 
efficient and productive quality seems in some way to con-
tend with the very nature of what games should be. Such a 
utilitarian motivation should be called into question, which is 
precisely the goal of the following theory: enchantment.
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Wh At I s  en c h A n t m e n t?
“Enchantment [is] an experience of being caught up and car-
ried away, in which, although we are disoriented, perception 
and attention are heightened. To the extent that it awakens 
us to wonder and to the wonder of life, it is enlivening.” - Mc-
Carthy et al

Enchantment and flow are tightly linked theories on optimal 
experiences – both involve a sense of being engrossed and 
engaged in the moment, with heightened awareness and at-
tention even despite a disorientation, be it time or otherwise. 
While flow in games is most directly applicable to mechan-
ics –the way a game functions and the rules that define its 
play space- enchantment helps illuminate ways to improve 
aesthetics –the narrative, characters, dialogue, music, artistic 
style, sound effects, and even packaging and marketing. 
While they share several components, they are not entirely 
similar. Tension forms, for instance, between flow’s required 
immediacy of purpose and enchantment’s emphasis on a 
sense of mystery and unknowing. In enchantment, every 
ambiguous aspect of a technology is an opportunity for dis-
covery, for prolonging the state of bedazzled wonder arising 
from novel experiences.

As Csíkszentmiháyli outlined nine points surrounding the 
state of flow, McCarthy et al. pick out five sensibilities for de-
signing to create enchantment. They place special emphasis 
on the use of the word ‘sensibilities’, as these are not solid 
or concrete rules. McCarthy et al. maintain the importance of 
the subjective self, emotional, sensational, and intuitive, in as-
signing value to any design, and sensibilities are merely tools 
and considerations to improve and enlighten. Each of these 
five sensibilities can be considered in regards to game design 
and their potential as emotive technologies.

1 • The specific sensuousness* of each 
particular thing

Taste, texture, sound, feel, appearance – these are the spe-
cific sensations associated with any technological compo-
nent. In games we are severely limited in this sensibility. We 
lack the most intimate of senses, taste and scent, and often 
have little control over tactile feel, unless designing periph-
erals as well as software. In games the two most distant 

* Though McCarthy et all use the term “sensuousness”, the author believes “sensations” improves clarity of meaning

senses, sound and sight, convey nearly all the information. 
Even with sight, the display limits design; any information is 
expressed through a monitor or projector. Designers cannot 
manipulate the appearance of their container, regardless of 
internal content.

In what sensations designers can control, then, lies all the 
more importance. 

Whether it is the dynamic, photo-real opening sequence to 
the newest Final Fantasy game or the sun filtering through 
individual branches in the trees of Crysis, the latest and 
greatest graphics are one way of providing enchanting 
sights. The unprecedented clarity, shading algorithms, skin 
refraction, poly-count or other striking graphical feature en-
chants because it has not been experienced before. Seeing 
light interact with an environment to such detail as to actually 
bleed around branches is a connection games make with 
reality that inspires awe. Players are fascinated at the simula-
crum of their world. 

A unique style is another classic method that can be mystify-
ing in its own right. While some designers are determined to 
give as much as they can as best as they can, one aspect 
of style is often constraint. Perhaps only certain palettes are 
used, or only certain shapes. The restriction forces players 
to see details, to enhance appreciation, and also forms a 
tighter, more cohesive visual identity. In a world of circles, the 
specific thickness, size, color, pattern, motion, or location be-
comes important and interesting. If allies are soft fluffy rabbits 
and enemies are gigantic multi-toothed worms, the details of 
each side are not as important, because a player needs only 
recognize incredibly basic features to differentiate. While the 
rabbits and worms may have interesting or novel aspects, 
if the player does not pay attention, then the opportunity for 
enchantment is lost, the intricacies dissipating into the whole.
In terms of sound, designers are limited only by the means of 
output. The hardware in a handheld console or the speakers 
of a player’s computer or entertainment system determine 
the quality of what is heard, and possibly the location, but the 
content itself is almost wholly determinable by the designer. 
Many of the same principles of art style apply to music, but it 



games. The idea of imagery is that text, narrative, and other 
mediums can evoke mental responses beyond the sense 
where they originated. Words like scratchy, Velcro, sandpa-
per, and abrasion can invoke tactile imagery, making people 
remember even if only momentarily the sense of having their 
fingertips pressed against sandpaper, brushing over the 
scratchy side of Velcro, or even having their knees rubbed 
raw as they skid open on concrete. Vibrant graphics could 
evoke similar sensations: a golden red apple sparkling with 
dew could evoke the crunch of fruit flesh, the trickling feel 
of juice down one’s chin, or the sweet and sour taste of a 
perfectly fresh apple. While writing in games has been noto-
riously shoddy, it is improving, as are graphics, and powerful 
narratives like those in the dreams of Lost Odyssey mark a 
new depth and sophistication in the medium. 

The third point option beyond sight and sound is indirect 
kinesthetics. At this point, most gamers have witnessed 
the amusing and vaguely bizarre spectacle of people play-
ing Wii bowling, Dance Dance Revolution, or even choice 
NintendoDS games that make people snap, clap, blow and 
whistle. Each of those actions provides sensations and kin-
esthetic feedback about what the body is doing and where 
it is to the actor. While not precisely controllable by the 
designer, it is still possible to influence what a player does 
physically during a game. Because players are often unfamil-
iar with underlying mechanisms, even if a 2g wrist-flick can 
rail an accelerometer, players will still act out the entire swing 
of a tennis racket or golf club because of the challenge’s 
context and the visual instructions. These actions stimulate 
players’ proprioception, their sense of where their body and 
limbs are in space, providing sensation otherwise unavail-
able directly through the game. Even blowing or speaking 
into a microphone is a non-visual, non-auditory stimulus that 
can be indirectly controlled by a designer. 

2 • The whole person, with desires, 
feelings, and anxieties

This sensibility links most directly with previous discussion 
on the narrow approach of game designers in appealing to 

is hardly fair to gloss over an integral component of games. 
The evocative power of sound and especially melodic music 
is well documented, but more difficult to apply in games 
because designers cannot control when a player takes what 
actions. While a film scorer can time the crescendo perfectly 
to the climactic scene of a movie, until recently sound de-
signers did not have that technological capability. Boss fights 
often had harried, intense tracks, but these simply looped, 
and while the loops may have dipped and swelled with their 
own internal narrative, they did not coincide with the player’s 
actions except by chance. 

Now, dynamic music in games is actually possible. Technol-
ogies like LucasArts’ iMUSE let designers pick out actions, 
locations, or events in-game that trigger shifts in the compo-
sition of the written score. Intensity can change in proximity 
to conflict, the mix of instruments could shift as a player’s 
location shifts, or entirely new but parallel tracks could fade 
out or in when meeting a new character or performing a 
particularly difficult action. While synchronous accompani-
ment can be thrilling alone, some designers go farther with 
music. By making sound relevant to gameplay, designs like 
Rez, Lumines, the infamous ElectroPlankton, and even the 
classic Myst all hone players’ attention and focus onto the 
sensations provided by the game, not simply the mechanical 
challenges. Stop and smell the roses is cliché for a reason; 
the sentiment is solid.

But are designers truly saddled with just sight and sound?
We can say no on three different grounds with varying 
degrees of legitimacy. One is nitpicky: we also have tactile 
feedback in vibrating controllers that, while seemingly simple, 
can still provide a powerful shock to the player. If memory 
serves, the author dropped the controller altogether the first 
time Fox McCloud’s barrel roll sent it buzzing. Not neces-
sarily enhancing to gameplay, admittedly, but an experience 
remembered over a decade later. 

The second tool for bridging out of sight and sound is imag-
ery. Imagery is an example of the classic arts manifesting in 
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their audiences.  Designers tend not to consider the fears or 
anxieties of their players (unless they are specifically exploit-
ing these) and in terms of feelings often focus on the most 
vibrant and base emotions: what is most gratifying, exciting, 
stimulating or ‘cool’. This can create a fun experience, and 
games should be fun, but there is far more potential for this 
medium than explosions and sparkles. There seems to be a 
common myth that games focusing on serious topics or ele-
ments that might induce fear or anxiety or deeper yearnings 
in players would never function on the market. This is similar 
to Blockbuster carrying only action/adventure, horror, kids 
movies, and perhaps comedy (Portal and Team Fortress 2 
stick out as candidates). 

But people watch dramas. People watch independent films. 
No, they are not the same people who tend to play games. 
They are not 14-24 year old boys. But there are people, 
significant quantities of people, who pay to watch and expe-
rience things because they enrich their lives.  Perhaps they 
do not play games because there are no games for them 
to play. Few games teach and engage players with material 
they can take beyond the game world and apply to their own 
personal lives. If we treat a demographic like a set of bullet 
points then games appear shallow; the entire person is not 
being considered. 

This sensibility strains against the necessary distance of the 
self that promotes flow. In engaging the whole person, or 
more of it than previously considered, it follows that player 
investment would increase as they make more connections 
between the game world and their own realities. Each of 
these connections potentially threatens a flow state, evoking 
concerns and resonance that distract the ego. However, a 
noted strengthening of the self occurs when flow states end, 
despite the loss of self-consciousness during the experi-
ence5. If these two aspects can be combined instead of 
contrasted, with separate stages, areas, or opportunities to 
engage in flow-oriented or enchanting activities, the experi-
ence is more likely to reach and enrich a broader audience. 
As players end a flow state and find novel, enchanting 
stimulus, the same sense of being carried away can continue 
throughout, even if the specific sensations are slightly differ-
ent and evoke different sets of emotions. Give the players 

mountains to climb, and when they reach the peak, let them 
turn around and see the vast expanse of the world spread 
out at their feet, and the stars above within reach.

How do we design for the whole person? Let Aeris die. Sac-
rifice Floyd. Show Snake’s mid-life crisis. Make it interesting. 
Make it applicable. Make it real.  Instead of shying away or 
glossing over topics that might be controversial or unconven-
tional, handle them in appropriate and realistic ways to add 
emotional depth to an experience.  Good fiction is always 
true.

3 • A sense of being in play
Much like Csíkszentmiháyli’s idea of an autotelic experience, 
McCarthy et al. champion exploration and engagement for 
its own sake, motivated inwardly, not outwardly. However, 
while the autotelic nature of play echoes this sensibility, it is 
only part of what designers should keep in mind. Being in 
play also takes place on a meta level, where boundaries and 
categories are explored and sometimes playfully challenged. 
Preconceived notions of how something should act or react, 
what something should mean, and why events occur are all 
fair game for exploration. The Sims, for instance, toys with 
the definition of ‘game’, freeing players from stereotypical 
end-game goals and objectives.  Shadow of the Colossus 
challenges western notions of black and white as represen-
tations for good and evil, and the Metal Gear Solid series 
stretches what is often seen as a very limited container for an 
action hero. By testing boundaries and engaging in playful 
contention with established ideas, games expose players 
to new situations that extend their mental perception and 
understanding of those boundaries and the areas beyond 
them.  As boundaries are stretched, connections are made, 
and items previously separate hold the potential for power-
ful associations. These connections mark the depth of the 
piece, for “The greater the opportunity it offers for finding new 
aspects or qualities, the longer the enchantment may last” 
(McCarthy et al. 371).

4 • Paradox, openness and ambiguity
Of all the sensibilities, this holds perhaps the most potential 
for game design. Paradox refers to the clash of items not 
commonly associated, as listed in ‘being-in-play’, where 



Assassin’s Creed have been heavily praised for their open 
worlds. In both games, players can choose missions at their 
own pace or simply enjoy the system provided to them. 
Narrative curves still progress linearly, but the choice and the 
freedom of a system remains. This is one example of how 
flow and enchantment can work together: with classic nar-
rative elements and open, explorative worlds matched with 
missions that require precision, awareness, and challenge to 
provoke flow states. 

The idea of a system versus a script exemplifies the dif-
ference between a sandbox game and a traditional, linear 
game. Linear games progress similarly to their cinematic 
counterparts. Movies, however, are not interactive, and 
linear games often limit a player’s creative power (games test 
abilities and skills at predefined tasks, not mental ingenuity). 
Movies can be actively watched, sometimes moreso than 
games because the ability to pause the experience and 
disengage is discouraged, but they cannot engage view-
ers in the same way as games because the viewer has no 
power. Creating game scripts reaffirms this linearity, whereas 
creating systems (worlds, play-spaces) in which players 
can interact, engage, affect, and change clearly places the 
player as the paramount force, not the director or script-
writer.  Ideally, it should be the player that tells the story and 
crafts the experience. It should be the player who creates 
meaning from the pieces designers provide. The openness 
of a system and its breadth of possible actions, reactions, 
and interactions create an enchanting depth and wealth of 
potential.

Humans are curious creatures, and ambiguity provides am-
ple opportunity for investigation, exploration, and creativity 
[Gaver 2003].  The first characteristic of flow is clear goals, 
and yet enchantment suggests that certain clarity detracts. 
What stimulates interest if players are already in familiar terri-
tory? McCarthy et al. say “if our first thought on encounter-
ing a new interactive system is that ‘… it is just like …’—just 
like another system, or just like our bosses to impose this 
on us, or just like this software manufacturer—there is little 

katamari might be associated with stickiness and global 
domination or hastily leaping from buildings could be associ-
ated with victory. Openness refers to a breadth of possible 
interpretations and, with games, an openness of world 
where interpretations become potential victory conditions 
and paths thereto. Finally, ambiguity refers to some aura 
of mystery or lack of clarity that stimulates curiosity and 
provokes interest, another point of contention against flow. In 
flow, an unknown element can represent chaos, both a lack 
of understanding and therefore a lack of control that can be 
troubling and disturbing. In enchantment, unknown elements 
are another form of stimulus, breadcrumbs that guide play-
ers through an expanding mental landscape.

Juxtaposing dissimilar elements in games can force new 
viewpoints as traits of one are contrasted or associated 
with the other. In the same way that patterns are defined by 
their edges, where they end, identity can be sharpened by 
juxtaposition.  Context is an enormous part of recognition, 
sometimes vital: a dog is a giant to an ant, and an ant to a 
mountain. When two dissimilar things are put in the context 
of each other, or an item is placed in an unfamiliar context, 
the brain tries to unify and account for the paradox, and in 
doing so explores new interpretations and means of recon-
ciliation [McCloud 1994]. Not all paradoxes can be resolved, 
and that can be part of the enchantment, too. 

In terms of openness, McCarthy et al. refer to a multiplicity 
of paths by which to traverse an experience. By having ex-
periential spaces instead of experiential lines, players control 
the means of advancement and understanding. A sense of 
ownership and attachment arises from such empowerment, 
and as Csíkszentmiháyli suggested, what can be controlled 
eases fear and establishes confidence and enjoyment. In 
games, this translates into non-linear gameplay elements, 
or spaces of non-linearity even if the player must move from 
one to the next in a directed fashion (full non-linearity may 
not always be superior – too much freedom often means 
unclear goals, and without any goals a player can feel over-
whelmed, anxious, or simply bored). Grand Theft Auto III and 
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chance of being enchanted” (pg 370). This is a particular 
weakness of games and the gaming community: they are 
incredibly self-referential. It is easier, faster, and arguably 
more effective to explain to a programmer, “It’s like Pokemon 
except they evolve with music” than to explain the entire 
nature of a made up race of creatures whose developmental 
path is determined by MIDI input and various classical sound 
qualities provided by the player. Human nature encourages 
us to make connections: to categorize, sort, and make 
things orderly [McCloud 1994]. We better understand what 
we have already categorized. Yet if this is done too frequently, 
not only do players lose an opportunity to thoughtfully en-
gage themselves, but a game swiftly loses its unique identity. 
Designers develop more normalized games, and players 
miss important details that do set a game apart. If someone 
says, “Lumines is just a Tetris clone” they discredit the wealth 
of applied sound effects and the variations on gameplay style 
and progression that set it apart. If someone with only brief 
exposure claims, “All Madden games are identical,” they no 
longer stimulate themselves considering and investigating the 
game space, regardless of the statement’s truth.

 How then can we cultivate provocative ambiguity?

Minimalism. Filling in the metaphorical blanks eliminates 
opportunities for players to relate their personal emotions or 
point of view.  If the story is complete without the player, why 
make a game? Art is about providing windows through and 
by which people can relate their lives or come to a greater 
understanding of their world. Games are art, and designers 
need to acknowledge that in their methods.

Previously the constraints of style were mentioned as a 
means of strengthening a game’s identity, but in this case 
minimalism refers to a very simple means of taking input and 
producing output that can encourage an enormous depth 
of interpretation. In his study on minimalist communication, 
Jofish Kaye gave long-distance partners a small applet that 
sat in the corner of their computer screens containing a 
single button [Kaye 2006]. When one person clicked their 
button, their partner’s would turn from green to red and 
slowly fade back to green. Despite only a single gradated 
form of communication, partners extrapolated based on 
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FIGURE 1 : Interpretation space is as large as the perceived possible motivations. With minimal output, left, players must explore 
the possibility space to find meaning. With many outputs, right, the possible motivations hold little or no ambiguity and interpreta-
tion is swift or instantaneous.



in terms of AI. As long as players perceive many possible 
motivations for a certain output, AI could act randomly or 
with limited algorithms and still theoretically evoke a similar 
curiosity, possibly augmented as AI are likely to produce 
paradox. The deception involved in making players think 
their partner is human or otherwise more intelligent and 
capable of emotional and motivational depth is ethically 
questionable, but interesting to examine academically. Even 
without deception, minimalism could improve perception of 
AI because there are fewer contexts in which a given output 
would be inappropriate.

One important note is that ambiguity arises from interpre-
tation of an object, not its inherent properties [Gaver et al 
2003]. This sets ambiguity apart from impractical and frus-
trating qualities like inaccuracy, inconsistency, and unpredict-
ability. Gaver et al. discuss ambiguity in design as a produc-
tive, creative alternative to usability-driven design, one that 
encourages active engagement and interpretation instead 
of mechanical, purely functional interactions. This hearkens 
back to Huizinga’s idea that play itself is neither mechanical 
nor rational, and ambiguity may in fact be one method of 
introducing play to design on a meta level. 

5 • The transformational character of 
experience

The last sensibility for sparking enchantment is minding the 
capacity for change in both technology and user from any 
given experience.  Like tangential learning, this point alludes 
to the opportunity to affect players both during and beyond 
the interaction.  It also refers to a transformation of percep-
tion, where preconceived categories and conceptual spaces 
are torn asunder. This is the metaphorical equivalent of the 
2D boy realizing a third dimension exists. It is the bird escap-
ing the cage, the jet bursting the sound barrier.  We will call 
this the “breakaway”. 

The most illuminating personal evidence of this concept was 
actually the result of a computer error. In a prototype called 
“Horizon,” the player, accelerometer in hand, soars across 

the time and the frequency of clicks and the person who 
caused the output what the changing circle might mean. For 
some it was “I love you”, “I’m thinking about you”, “Are you 
there?”, or “You clicked my button!”.  Some felt obligated 
to constantly reciprocate and found themselves enveloped 
in click wars similar to the ceaseless crossfire of poking on 
Facebook. The wealth of interpretations shows that output 
and input do not need to be complex and layered to create 
complex and layered interpretations. However, one notable 
question is the dependency of this depth on what players 
perceive is creating the output. Did partners only experience 
such a depth because they knew the thoughts, motivations, 
and character of the person that caused the change? Would 
they have felt such a wealth if, say, they were told a comput-
er randomly changed the button color? What if a computer 
did randomly change the button color, but they were told it 
was their partner?

There is no reason to investigate unless a person assumes 
there is something they do not understand or have yet to 
know. The lengths to which someone will be curious and 
explorative is dependent on what they perceive as possible 
knowledge, experience, or unknown factors awaiting them. 
In using minimalism and providing users with ambiguity, 
curiosity is sparked, unknowns are created, and instead of 
output being directly, immediately interpretable, players con-
tinuously discover information, collecting data each time the 
output is provided and using contextual clues and personal 
knowledge to find resonating, cohesive meanings (Figure 1). 
One person’s explanation might not harmonize with anoth-
er’s, and therein lies the opportunity for depth and multiple 
interpretations that people can find so enchanting.
   
With minimal output, the interpretation space is as large as 
the perceived possible motivations. Players must explore the 
possibility space to find meaning. With many outputs, the 
possible motivations have little or no ambiguity and interpre-
tation is swift or instantaneous.

As hinted previously, ambiguity holds powerful potential 
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an endless ocean with an infinite horizon, the moon and sun 
tirelessly circling. Having dove into the water, the primitive hal-
cyon model momentarily became stuck on the ocean floor. 
The test player jerked their hand, making the accelerometer 
twist, and as they pressed downward two things happened: 
the camera failed to interpolate its position, making it look as 
if the bird was soaring upward, and the faulty collision detec-
tion with the ocean floor pushed the halcyon beneath the 
plane. The result was a stunning display, with the silvery bird 
bursting abruptly into the night sky, world left behind, free 
and cosmic. 

The player’s reaction was instantaneous and complete 
enthrallment. Despite the fact that there was no objective, no 
goal, nothing to collect, and nothing to do except for fly, the 
player dove and twisted through space, fully fascinated at 
what had occurred. Even watching was a humbling experi-
ence, as they spoke of how ‘cool’ the transition had been 
and how ‘amazing’ it was to be in space. Since that day, it 
has been a personal goal to find as many methods for creat-
ing that moment as possible. 

How do you make a breakaway? 

Change the scale. After Midgar, Cloud is placed on the 
world map for the first time. The player, if new to the con-
ventions of RPGs, suddenly realizes that the game is vastly 
larger than initial impressions. Final Fantasy is not about sav-
ing a city, but rather the world. This can apply to geographi-
cal or narrative space. It is the feeling of climbing for hours up 
a smooth white hill and realizing, at its peak, that you stand 
on the head of a pin.

Unveil an ability. Characters are interesting because of their 
restrictions. Players get a feel for the inherent limits and abili-
ties that make a character who they are, and that is the best 
possible time to prove them wrong. In a motion game called 
Hular, the player shimmies to make Hular run and jumps to 
make Hular jump. When demoing, employees used only 
those two abilities for the first level. In the second, a particular 
tall building appeared, and audience members sniggered, 
knowing Hular’s jump would not make it over. At this point, 
the employee jumped twice: Hular’s “backpack” unfurled 

to become giant wings that boosted him over the building, 
much to the audience’s delight.

Create secret spaces. Secret spaces are unique geo-
graphical rewards, usually for players with exceptional skills 
or exploration abilities. These tend to create breakaway mo-
ments only if there is no explicit need to find them.  In Shad-
ow of the Colossus, players can find a small ledge that takes 
them down to an isolated beach. On the shore, wind blows 
the players hair, and if they go too deeply into the water, they 
are rolled back to the sand. This combines the previous point 
with the following one, but is also unique in that there is no 
reason it should be there, from a purely mechanical point of 
view. The beach serves no purpose, has no link to any Co-
lossus; it even lacks the typical white-tailed lizard, which re-
wards finding other oft-overlooked locations. The breakaway 
comes from realizing there is more to the game than simply 
mechanics. It establishes the world as something extending 
beyond the functional. It makes the world real. Not everything 
in a game needs to have an explicit purpose. Some places 
can exist simply for the beauty of doing just that.

Break out of the box. This idea is closely linked to the idea 
of scale, because in breaking out of the box scales inherently 
shift. But it can also be much simpler. In Super Mario World, 
level 2, the player has the option of riding platforms upward. 
If properly timed and planned, the player can jump out of 
the linear, screen high world and land on what was once the 
ceiling. This literal breaking of boundaries triggers subversive 
pleasure along with the breakaway sensation. 

Novelize the familiar.  Largely, this involves teaching or 
showing players to do or use something familiar in a com-
pletely novel way. The Legend of Zelda series exemplifies 
this technique. After finding the boomerang, it is used to 
stun enemies and flick distant switches. Players, as in the 
second point, become used to this skillset. It solidifies in their 
minds as a category. Then, in the den of some labyrinthine 
dungeon, the designers teach the player that the boomerang 
has another function: it can retrieve. Suddenly, the category 
is broken, and possibilities all but assault players as they 
realize how many rupees they can retrieve, or oh, that’s how I 
get that key. This is not isolated to items: it could be geo-



Overview
Enchantment provides an alluring alternative to some 
aspects of flow, and compliments or reaffirms others. 
Enchantment emphasizes the player as part of the experi-
ence, and encourages designers to consider the entirety of 
the person who will experience their game, not simply the 
base emotions they hope to elicit from them. Enchantment 
also champions ambiguity, paradox, and openness as ways 
to engage the player and give them greater ownership and 
investment in the interactivity. By challenging notions the 
player believes are stable, revelations and breakaways can 
occur, which effect the player not only within the gaming 
experience, but beyond. This type of takeaway enriches a 
person in the same manner as one of Bach’s concertos, 
Dickenson’s novels, or Monet’s paintings. The argument that 
games are art has ended. Games are art, and they need to 
become, like so many other forms, beneficial and contribut-
ing components to society.

graphical, or even a means of interacting. It could be using 
a rope as something to swing from instead of something to 
bind items, or using a ramp to ricochet off of instead of leap 
from.

Augment Input or Output. After almost half an hour of 
sword-swinging, bomb-planting, circle-slashing, enemy-
hurling, and furious boomeranging, the candle in Phantom 
Hourglass continued to burn. Blow it out! The screen said. 
Equipped with no wind fairies, no darkness boots, and cer-
tainly no candle dowser, it was difficult to imagine what else 
could possibly be done to extinguish the ridiculously pesky 
flame. In an exhausted and bitter loss of control, and while 
complaining quite loudly to a nearby friend, the player was 
fed up enough to blow – literally blow – on the screen of the 
Nintendo DS. The microphone embedded in the technology 
picked up the noise, and the candle flickered out.  “…Oh my 
god… that was so cool.”
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op t I m A l ex p e r I e n c e s

co n c l u s I o n

Flow and enchantment are only two paradigms 
on optimal experiences. Other guidelines, 
notes, sensibilities, and keywords exist, but 
these have proven most beneficial in organizing 
the specific techniques and insights garnered 
over four years of designing and prototyping 
and a literal lifetime of playing. At the highest 
level, this was not intended to champion any 
specific set of techniques, but rather to prove 
why we should be designing not games, but 
experiences. “Game” is already a bleary-edged 
word, and one that applies less and less to the 
fun, interactive, engaging, and transformational 
experiences that technology allows and imagi-
nation brings to life. We should not design for 
what people will do in our worlds, our magic 
circles, but for how they will feel, what they will 
learn, and the many ways we can convey our 
stories and enable them to tell their own.
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Dance Dance Revolution and Guitar Hero, two classic 
and popular rhythm games, rely on the player providing 
one of several inputs at the proper instant in time, as 
dictated both by the music and moving icons. Guitaroo 
Man Lives has similar aspects, but alternates play styles 
within a level between button pressing and joystick rota-
tion. In Patapon, players control a tribe of warriors who 
only respond to four-beat drum commands (pata-pata-
pata-pon, for instance, means ‘move forward’), which 
they then echo, and the cycle repeats. Finally, Rez oc-
curred again and again in the search for rhythmic games, 
but although Rez uses its electronic score to augment 
the experience and translate player actions into sound, it 
does not demand rhythmic input, merely provides rhyth-
mic output. Electroplankton, a series of casual music 
games, and Play Auditorium used music in the same 
way: as a reward, not a necessity.
 
These games emphasize rhythm by linking gameplay to 
a musical score (or creating one), but not all rhythmic 
motor activity requires or produces sound. Csíkszent-
miháyli mentions rhythm and rhythmic activities, not 
rhythmic sound, which suggests that games using non-
auditory rhythm would also contribute to producing flow 
states, moreso then random input and output. To explore 
this facet, a non-auditory prototype was created to 
gauge how much more effective rhythmic motor game-
play is than comparatively random stimuli and input/out-
put loops at creating flow states.
 
The test game, called “Synchros”, was so named after 
studies linking synchronous actions between people 
to increased affiliation [Hove & Risen 2009]. By having 
both game and player produce stimuli in tandem, an 
increased sense of togetherness, cohesion, and con-
nection could be established. Although the game cannot 
reciprocate emotional feelings, the feedback loops may 

Synchros examined relationships between rhythmic 
feedback loops and phenomenology as an example 
of specific techniques to drive optimal experiences. 
Performance, time perception, and engagement were 
measured respective to four different test groups divided 
between rhythmic and random stimuli and synchronous 
and asychronous sound. Results showed not all proper-
ties of flow (time perception and rhythm) are transitive. 
Rhythm evoked a higher number of correlations between 
emotions, but sometimes these correlations were actu-
ally negative. The addition of synchronized audio did not 
significantly improve performance. Overall, the experi-
ment illuminated the value of phenomenology inventories 
on specific elements of experiences, and future studies 
on rhythm specifically could further investigate ways to 
influence player engagement through dissonance and 
frustration.

Introduction
Performing well in a rhythmic activity necessitates a de-
parture from self-consciousness, as actively contemplat-
ing and considering precise motor functions can disrupt 
them [Wulf, McNevin & Shea 2001]. This makes rhythm a 
simple but ideal tool to promote flow states. The exacti-
tude of well-timed motor activity demands full attention, 
a main factor of flow states, and in continuous, sustained 
rhythms that attention moves away from the conscious 
self and adopts a more external capacity. Players no 
longer need to ‘think’ about an action; they either do it, 
or they fail. When players do miss a beat it can cause 
chain reactions. The first error demands correction, and 
by correcting it the active, thinking self is brought to the 
surface. This clutters the more instinctual rhythmic ac-
tions, disrupting synchrony until rhythm can be regained.
 
Several music and rhythm-oriented games were exam-
ined to better understand previous use in the industry. 

sI l e n c e,  so u n d, A n d sy m b o l s
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help the player away from self-awareness and into a more 
communal, shared experience with the system. 

Methodology
The Synchros experiments lasted half an hour each, 
and involved two surveys, a quick resting tempo check, 
and ten minutes spent interacting with the game. First, 
participants were asked to tap a steady tempo into a 
metronome. Usually, the tempo was consistent to 1-3 
beats per minute within 10 taps, at which point par-
ticipants were asked to stop. Then participants took a 
survey asking questions about their general attitude and 
experiences in the world. This initial survey was intended 
to gauge how likely participants were to slip into a flow 
state, if at all. 

The user’s resting tempo was translated into ticks for the 
game, and multiplied by either two or, rarely, four to move 
it into an optimal range. Early testing revealed that speeds 
faster than 30 ticks (in the 60 frames per second game) 
and slower than 90 ticks were not conducive to learning 
the basic mechanic. Although players could speed up 
past 30 ticks (up to 20), introducing them to such rapidly 
appearing stimuli was confusing and frustrating. Resting 
tempo was used to further the overall theme of synchron-
icity, assuming that participants would be more likely to 
engage with something inherently connected to them-

selves. Because beats are easily divided by multiples of 
two, doubling or quadrupaling the resting tempo towards 
the optimal range was not considered disruptive.

When participants played the game, the tester left the 
room to eliminate distractions and the self-awareness 
arising from observation. Each participant spent 10 
minutes (600 seconds) playing the game, which was 
randomly either rhythmic or non rhythmic, and later syn-
chronized with audio or not synchronized. After playing, 
participants filled out a Phenomenology of Conscious-
ness Inventory (PCI), and were also asked how much 
time they had spent playing the game and whether or 
not they were a trained percussionist or musician. Many 
participants had questions once the official part of the 
experiment ended, which provided insight into individual 
experiences and especially how different those experi-
ences were.

63 participants between the ages of 14 and 30 were 
tested from a convenience sample of high school and 
college students.

Inserted is the conceptual document for Synchros, for 
those interested in explicit detail on the design process 
and product.
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Synchros is a highly abstract game experiment that 
investigates the relationship between rhythmic stimulus 
in a feedback loop (both input and output) and flow 
states. In Synchros, symbols move across the screen 
and must be ‘activated’ as they reach a certain point 
by pressing a corresponding arrow key. I produced four 
variations in order isolate auditory and rhythmic vari-
ables. In all but one version, the stimuli appear periodi-
cally, in even intervals. The interval is calculated based 
on a resting tempo the user produces before the test. 
In the remaining variation, symbols appear at random 
intervals (every 20-60 frames at 60 fps).  Of the three 
rhythmic versions, one is silent, one has periodic audio 
feedback matched to the goal tempo, and the last has 
periodic audio feedback that is slightly offset from the 
goal tempo. The last version creates undulating syn-
chronicity between auditory stimulus and goal tempo. 

sy n c h r o s

co n c e p t Platform :  PC
Players :  1
Genre :  Rhythm
Engine :  Processing 1.0
Produced :  Fal l  2008
State :  Released
Team : 
 Chelsea Howe
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When a symbol crosses the white line, press the 
corresponding arrow key to ‘activate’ the symbol. 
Successfully activated symbols begin to rotate. 

The corresponding arrow key is the one that matches 
the line extending from the symbol’s center. Symbols 
are color coded to help players recognize them.

ru l e s
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Several concerns arose as I iterated through Synchros’ 
design: the reward system, control schematic, and 
introduction of randomness. 

The final reward system in the game is simple: the 
spontaneous rotation of icons and evolving back-
ground. Several different forms of explicit reward were 
considered. Having an ‘activated symbols’ tally in the 
lower corner, having a ‘chain activations’ tally, and hav-
ing a ‘3-lives’ mechanism where users could miss only 
a certain number of symbols before the game ended 
all felt cheapening to the game. First, numbers in an 
otherwise symbolic play-space felt artificial and detract-
ing. Second, the increasing values created an extrinsic 
distraction from the purpose of the game (establishing 
rhythm). Finally, missing a symbol and either losing the 
chain-activation total or losing a life provided convenient 
places to stop, put down the game, and otherwise 
lose track of a flow state. Because the purpose of the 
rhythmic activity is to provide continuous, uninterrupted 
output, all of these rewards felt detrimental.

Other rewards considered were a changing background 
and an increase or decrease in symbol size. Because 
the symbols were already different sizes, increasing or 
decreasing their average size seemed to test user’s 
perceptual abilities, not rhythmic capacity. Again, this 
detracted from the overall focus of the game. By having 

a subtly evolving background, however, the player was 
rewarded for successful rhythmic activity as the play-
space expanded and provided new digestible content. 
This eliminated the problem of distraction (due to its 
subtle nature) and kept the focus on the rhythm of the 
game and the overall environment.

Though I ended up selecting the arrow keys, a variety 
of other input methods were considered. Older players’ 
lack of familiarity with keyboard schematics in games 
gave them an inherent disadvantage. Using motion 
sensors to recognize gestures, touch screens to sense 
finger strokes, and even using a dance pad may have 
helped this extended audience, but arrow keys were 
ultimately chosen due to time constraints, which in turn 
restricted the possible users for the experiment.

The introduction of randomness was another consider-
ation designed to break up an otherwise monotonous 
task. Theoretically, a simple string of characters could 
have scrolled across the screen at even intervals. The 
variance in color, size, stroke weight, and vertical posi-
tion creates the illusion of a larger play-space and a 
sense of style and aesthetics richer than what the sim-
plest level (U D L R) offered. Randomness also provides 
a level of excitement and unknown which according to 
enchantment should help maintain interest, and accord-
ing to flow should help increase challenge.

23
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Results: Overall
Audio negatively impacted performance by a small but 
significant margin (for streak and score, p<.005, p<.016). 

The graph shows a trend in the deviation of time esti-
mates between synchronized and non synchronized ses-
sions. For the purpose of this paper, the synchronized 
group includes silent rhythmic stimuli and synchronized 
sound, while the nonsynchronized group includes silent 
nonrhythmic stimuli and asynchronous sound. Syn-
chronized groups deviated less, though neither group 
clustered around an accurate estimation. Means were 
between 430 and 445 seconds, or just over seven min-
utes with outliers. 

Synchrony significantly improved performance (for streak, 
p<.000). Despite this, casual interviews after the experi-
ment revealed that synchronous participants were less 
enthusiastic and more subdued than participants with 
some contention or element of randomness in the game. 

Results: Non-Auditory
The data from the non-auditory half of the experiment 
indicated that participants did experience flow states, 
but not that those flow states were largely dependent on 
rhythm. The most interesting correlations arose between 
performance and rhythm, performance and flow propen-
sity, and rhythm and emotional response. Participants in 
the rhythmic group (M=190.6) outperformed the non-
rhythmic group (M=64.4) significantly in terms of longest 
streak of successes; t(28)=2.719, p=.011. Misses were 
also significant. A median split test based on aggregate 
flow probability scores (garnered from the initial survey) 
revealed that the group with the lower aggregate score 
had fewer misses (M=70.6, M=181.93, t(28)=2.58, 
p=.015) and higher streaks (M=166.3, M=80.0, 
t(28)=1.75, p =.09). In the rhythmic version, the starting 
tempo correlated to misses (p<.001).

Participants who were more likely to get into a flow state 
had several correlations to lower time estimates and 
higher time measurement error.  

Participants in the rhythmic group also had more cor-
relations with emotions in the experience. Both groups 
experienced rage; in the rhythmic group, it correlated to 
ending tempo (p=.043) and in the non-rhythmic group it 
correlated to score (p=.045). Interestingly, when com-
bined, rage was negatively correlated with misses. Both 
groups experienced a lack of love in correlation to a 
higher streak of successes (p=.038,p=.027 for rhythmic 
and non-rhythmic, respectively). However, the rhyth-
mic group also had correlations between sadness and 
misses (p=.021) and a lack of fear correlating with score 
(p=.011). A lack of ecstasy and happiness correlated to a 
longer time estimate (p=.047).

The likeliness of a person to get into a flow state showed 
clear correlations with being in a flow state during the 
experience, as expected.
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Time :  User’s est imatat ion of t ime spent 
engaged with the game, in seconds.
Error :  Absolute value of  Time subtracted 
from 600 (10 minutes) .
Streak :  Most consecut ive Scores.
Score :  A successful  act ivat ion of  an icon.
Misses :  An icon that was not act ivated 
within the appropr iate t ime increment.
Start Tempo :  The tempo provided by the 
user at  the start  of  the exper iment (a lso: 
rest ing tempo) in t icks,  possibly mult ip led 
by two or four.
End Tempo :  The tempo in t icks adapted 
to by the end of the exper iment.  I r re levant 
for nonrhythmic part ic ipants.

VA r I A b l e s ex p l A I n e d

th e r e I s  n o t h I n g l I k e l o o k I n g,  I f  y o u wa n t t o f I n D s o m e t h I n g.  yo u c e r ta I n ly u s u a l ly f I n D s o m e t h I n g,  I f  y o u 
l o o k,  b u t I t  I s  n o t a lway s q u I t e  t h e s o m e t h I n g y o u w e r e a f t e r. 

                                                                             ~ J.r.r. to l k I e n
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Discussion
The significant results can be grouped into three points, 
with a fourth derived from non-significant hypotheses: 
Rhythm makes timing challenges easier, rhythm has 
a greater effect on emotions, people with a tendency 
towards flow states might not perform as well on preci-
sion related tasks, and properties of flow are not neces-
sarily transitive. The trend of rhythmic systems leading 
to better time estimates should also be mentioned. An 
initial hypothesis suggested that rhythm and synchrony 
would bolster flow states, therefore altering time percep-
tion. The fact that participants in the synchronous group 
had more accurate estimates shows that not all proper-
ties of flow are transitive. The natural measure in rhythmic 
activity might improve time estimation, or it could actually 
be challenge and contention that holds higher sway over 
periodic stimuli and motion.
 
In terms of the high correlation between rhythmic stimuli 
and running streaks, it upholds the idea that players can 
synchronize with the system and develop an almost au-
tomatic quality of action. Participants with random stimuli 
had no such advantage and could not rely on precedent 
and muscle movement for aid, only visuals. Because 
streaks were related to the subtle reward system in the 

game, it might also explain why misses (which broke 
streaks) correlated to sadness in rhythmic participants. 
The other emotions suppressed or evoked in the rhyth-
mic group have less obvious explanations. People with 
fewer misses reported greater rage, and people with 
lower streaks of success reported greater feelings of love. 
Both of these seem counter intuitive, as people who were 
more successful should feel greater affinity for the act and 
people who fail more often should be more frustrated. 
This supports recent studies that frustration and failing 
in games is motivational and engaging. It could be that 
contention breeds more emotion than a blander, repetitive 
and synchronized rhythm.

The last curiosity is why people more inclined towards 
flow states would perform more poorly. In looking at cor-
relations between people likely to flow and their resulting 
PCI, people more likely to flow had less clear and easy 
to understand thoughts and had thoughts and images 
popping into their minds without control. It is possible 
that people more likely to flow are also more susceptible 
to general distraction, whereas those less likely to flow 
have higher attention spans and more focus necessary 
for precision tasks. 

Future Studies
The effect of steady rhythms is almost as interesting as 
the effect of breaking those rhythms. Studying the impact 
of broken patterns and disrupted rhythms and the con-
sequent disorientation, frustration, confusion, or won-
derment could provide clues on how to manipulate and 
craft player experiences. Because engagement appeared 
more closely linked to tension and challenge, the potential 
of disruption as a motivator is highly plausible.

In terms of auditory stimulus, the affinity of synchronous 
actions and sound should be studied in broader con-
texts and with richer stimuli than the piano tones used in 
Synchros. The lack of subdivision in the auditory accom-
paniment may have had a strong impact on the results. 
Psychologists have studied the effects of chords, timbre, 
intensity, melody, and other musical factors on mood, 
perception, and mental health. Studying the dynamic of 
music in interactive settings where there is some ex-

figure 2: less deviation of time estimate in synchronized 
groups though mean is similar
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strive to establish a more concrete foundation for games 
as a medium and art form.

Finally, in terms of user observation, it’s important to note 
that in this study the observer left the room. Many game 
designers say a favored technique in playtesting is to 
stand over the participant’s shoulder and watch them 
play the game. In either case, an infinitely rich resource 
is being completely overlooked: the player’s face. While 
exact percentages vary, facial expression comprises a 
huge and rarely harnessed chunk of nonverbal com-
munication.  The over-the-shoulder method focuses 
on the mechanical aspects of the game - how a user 
is performing. Focusing on expression and vocalization 
helps understand how a user is feeling. It also provides 
immediate, time-sensitive feedback, whereas surveys 
only convey information after the fact. Player recollec-
tion of emotion is likely to be faulty, muddled, and heavily 
weighted towards the most recent interaction.

change of player ingenuity or creativity (that is, where the 
player is causal to the sound, or the sound has functional 
impact on the player) could find new effects or correla-
tions unique to games. 

Repeating these tests with EEG or other biofeedback 
sensors could find hidden data that was inaccurately or 
not self-reported. Because this study relied wholly on 
how people thought they were feeling, a large margin of 
error likely exists between self-evaluation and reality. 
 
PCI surveys hold incredible potential for understanding 
how games affect people; studying rhythm in games is 
only a very small step. Researching other mechanics, 
narrative aspects, social settings, and in game situations 
can increase what we know about specific, discrete as-
pects of games and their quantifiable effects on audienc-
es. This database of knowledge would be an invaluable 
resource for designers and the industry as a whole as we 
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ga m e s s o m e t I m e s c a n r e v e a l t h I n g s.  to wat c h s o m e o n e I n  m o v e m e n t,  u n c o n s c I o u s m o v e m e n t,  c a n b e v e ry 
s t I m u l at I n g a n D r e v e a l I n g,  w h e t h e r t h e y w I n o r n o t.

        ~ Jo h n tu r t u r r o



po r t f o l I o:  De s I g n (a n D fa I l )  I n  ac t I o n

Following is a selection of games designed and produced over the course of my undergraduate career. Many of them use or 
inspired techniques mentioned previously in this paper, and some, like Comet, touch on aspects not specifically discussed. 
Most of these games are available to download and play, and further documentation is available by request.

oV e r t h e ye A r s. . .
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The Illusory Persistence of LOVE, or TIPOL, was 
developed in 48 hours for the 2009 Global Game Jam 
in Albany, New York, with four other students from sur-
rounding schools. TIPOL requires only one button to 
play, the spacebar, and despite its superficial simplicity, 
the physics-based motion mechanic provides virtually 
limitless possibilities arising from timing and context.

th e Il l u s o ry pe r s I s t e n c e o f love

co n c e p t Platform :  PC/Mac/iPhone
Players :  1
Genre :  Platformer
Engine :  Unity
Produced :  Global  Game Jam 2009
State :  Pc/Mac Complete
Team : 
 Chelsea Howe
 Richard Hough
 Michael  “Z” Goddard
 Frankl in Pr ide
 Matthew Ol ivo
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A rigid link of love binds two orbiting balls. One is sticky, 
the other bouncy. Move from level to level by touching 
the pulsing heart without falling off the platforms.

ru l e s

co n t r o l s

Press spacebar to make the bouncy ball sticky and the 
sticky ball bouncy.



de s I g n

In any short-term endeavor, simplicity is key to suc-
cess. When designing TIPOL, the goal was keeping 
the core mechanic as basic as possible, not only to 
realistically fit the deadline, but also as an exercise in 
rapid and minimal design. Players understood how to 
play the game with astounding rapidity (it often took 
less than five seconds), but the simplicity of the controls 
forced players to hone their attention on contextual and 
temporal clues as to how the world would react to their 
input. Because physics simulation motivated the main 
gameplay mechanic, challenge and pleasure evolved 
from understanding the system. Learning the effect of 

tangential velocity and the constant force on the two 
balls is key to the game, and provides a surprising 
depth of content to master.  The level of player ingenu-
ity in testing proved the potential of games based on 
learning a system. While any game can be considered 
by definition a system of rules, the rules themselves are 
not often an element to be tested or manipulated. The 
resulting non-linearity provides ample room for player 
creativity, and even, in some cases, the development 
of unique styles, the same as one could anticipate from 
any art form to reflect the personal views, perceptions, 
and mindset of the artist. 
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Symbiosis is a two person networked game about the 
relationship between a pair of dissimilar but depen-
dent creatures. The players, one as a human, one as a 
beast, have no idea who the other is, and cannot text 
or hold voice or video chat. As naturally as an ordinary 
human can’t understand the growls, neighs, or barks 
of an animal, and visa vie, the two players are unable 
to communicate through the spoken or written word, 
and instead must rely on their in-game actions and a 
limited set of gestures to convey intentions, commands, 
or emotions. Each character has its own skill set, but 
neither can survive long without the aid of the other. 
The beast requires the human’s help to open doors 
and gates; the human relies on the horn of the beast 
to ward off attackers, and the speed of the beast to 
outrun that which cannot be defeated by force.

sy m b I o s I s :  a co o p e r at I v e  ex I s t e n c e

co n c e p t Platform :  PC/X360
Players :  2
Genre :  RPG
Engine :  XNA 2.0
Produced :  Fal l  2007
State :  Proof of  Concept
Team : 
 Chelsea Howe
 Kevin Locke
 Gordon Szebenyi
 Cait ie McCaffrey
 Hao Nguyen
 Robert  Chen
 Joyce Lee
 Mel isa Sung
 Peter Clain
 Chr istopher Ra
 Matt  Whaley
 Yaw Etse
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The goal of Symbiosis, from the beginning, was to test 
out a variety of experimental facets, eventually nar-
rowed to two main focuses. Eliminating grieving from 
MMORPGs is an impossible dream, but designing for 
collaborative, non-destructive multiplayer experiences 
was a way to encourage communication and player 
affinity. By providing ambiguous incentive, players could 
instill their own meaning into the game, and continu-
ously question their actions and purpose within the 
world.
  
The first major design task was overcoming the stereo-
typical “collaborative destruction” goal of most coop-
erative MMORPGs. While we knew we wanted multiple 
players, the understanding and closeness the game 
hoped to invoke would likely get lost in a player-filled 
world. With only two players, each participant could be 
acutely aware and focused on the other. To emphasize 
this dependency, which we hoped would evoke feelings 
of intimacy, camaraderie, and friendship, we gave the 
players complimentary sets of skills. Alone, the player 
could accomplish a handful of tasks, but it was impos-
sible to complete the game without the aid of the other 
player.

The next issue was making two players coordinate and 
communicate in the world. Most MMORPG’s thrive on 
multiple communication outlets: text, voice chat, and 
even video. Unfortunately, grievers and juvenile users 
often abuse these outlets, and even benign players 
rarely hold in-character (IC) discussions (though there 
are renowned ‘zones’ where IC chat is expected). 
Off-topic chat, antagonistic chat, and even the neces-
sary textual interface to support it are all opportunities 
to break the player’s suspension of disbelief, even with 
only two people. Especially when seeking more vulner-
able emotions (closeness, sympathy, empathy), main-
taining the game world and magic circle  was vital. 
Initially, we considered limiting chat to keywords, but 
this restriction had no basis in the game world, and felt 
exceedingly artificial. We considered eliminating com-
munication entirely, and only having positions and ac-
tions in game convey meaning. While this made sense 
in the world, as humans and animals cannot actually 
communicate, it also did nothing to foster a sense of 
connection. We wanted to encourage empathy, and 

thus the limited set of gestures arose as an ideal solu-
tion. In this way, man and beast were not entirely sepa-
rate, but still had a challenging boundary to overcome. 
An indicative gesture (pointing in the direction their 
camera faced), affirmative gesture, negative gesture, 
and vocalization were chosen as the finalized set of 
communicative tools in the game: Vocalization to garner 
attention, indicative to convey intention or request, 
and affirmative and negative to express whether or not 
intentions had been met.
 
The second hurtle was embedding ambiguous incen-
tives and goals in the game. By using ‘virtues’ with the 
ultimate goal of ‘ascendance’, we could reward behav-
iors not usually acknowledged in game and provide a 
win condition that gave players room for interpretation. 
Players received the virtue of ‘mercy’ for letting the 
shadow wolves, typical enemies, live, or ‘perseverance’ 
for dying multiple times.  The Gods, who act as ambiva-
lent mentors, promise ‘ascendance’ if the main charac-
ters can prove themselves. Candidly, they are earning 
their right to escape Limbo; they are earning their right 
to die.
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The scientists at IRAIL have discovered a new species 
of alien that grows and morphs whenever it hears mu-
sic.  Players input different melodies and harmonies on 
the keyboard to enhance their Zyk, then send it out into 
the field to locate beacons with important information 
about the alien world. 

mu s I c mo n s t e r s

co n c e p t Platform :  PC
Players :  1
Genre :  Platformer
Engine :  XNA 2.0
Produced :  Spr ing 2007
State :  Complete
Team : 
 Chelsea Howe
 Ben Humberston
 Kevin Locke
 Gordon Szebenyi
 Sascha Adler
 Robert  Chen
 Mel isa Sung
 Nathan Burba
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During the research stages of the game, play music to 
your Zyk as if the computer keyboard were a piano. 
Different types of notes will affect the Zyk. During the 
exploration stages, send your Zyk to one of the open 
levels and find beacons to access more levels – and get 
points to gain extra research sessions. Different colored 
beacons are easier and harder to find. The hardest bea-
cons are worth the most points, and sometimes open 
up different paths. 



de s I g n

Music Monsters arose from a friendly challenge to use 
music meaningfully and informatively in a game.  By 
translating user-generated MIDI data into traits for a 
race of creatures, called Zyks, we made the specific 
qualities of the music important to the game. Tangen-
tially, we could subtly teach concepts like tempo, pitch, 
chords, and key. 

Traits provided visual feedback for auditory concepts, 
and their relevance to gameplay gave incentives for 
understanding. Each level had a variety of beacons 
(up to six) and each of those six beacons represented 
a different skillset or level. This boosted replayaility 
as Zyks gained and improved skills. Because rarer 
beacons were worth more points, which meant more 
sessions in the music lab, it created a cycle of positive 
reinforcement for exploration and backtracking. Differ-
ent beacons also opened up different routes through 
the game, reaffirming players’ choices if they created 
a more specialized breed of Zyk. Beacons received by 
flying opened more flying oriented levels, for instance.
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Music Monsters was far from perfect, but testing at two 
different showcases proved its appeal, especially to 
younger children. Ownership over the Zyk, a new form 
of input, and levels that rarely punished and frequently 
rewarded all combined to make an addictive experi-
ence. Kids requested the game even a year after its 
debut at showcases.

Unfortunately, excessive tutorials inhibited older play-
ers, and the clarity of relationships between music and 
effect left much to be desired. A rush to get content in 
levels meant the specific programming behind them still 
had bugs on release – players could slide through the 
occasional wall and manipulate blocks in unexpected 
ways. While bad for design, the subversive quality 
enchanted. Players were enthralled with the ability to 
suddenly break out of the play space. They could stand 
on ceilings and swim under ground, and they loved it.

The game is an excellent proof of concept, not just for 
a game, but for ways to visualize personal data and 
then use that visualization for fun. It is easy to imagine 
creating a Zyk from someone’s iTunes and releas-
ing it to mingle or spar amongst friends. Bands could 
market custom ‘tattoos’ for the monsters, and behav-
ioral quirks and AI could correspond to genres just as 
much as physical appearance (color, texture, adorn-
ments, limbs and their properties). A monster raised on 
90s pop could be bouncy, smiling, and melodramatic, 
whereas one exposed to Rammstein could have a 
series of aggressive motions and snarls. The greatest 
advantage of the digital world its the underlying univer-
sal language of 1s and 0s. Translating sound to sight to 
touch and motion opens endless opportunities.

po s t mo rt e m

tA n g e n t I A l  le A r n I n g

Key: The key players picked for their piece determined 
their Zyk’s base color. 
Mode: Players choose between a major or minor key, 
which affects base stats.
Pitch: Higher notes produced wings, while lower notes 
extended the monster’s tail.
Chords: Zyks exposed to large amounts of chords be-
came heavier and can break through certain ground.
Duration: Shorter notes produced faster Zyks.
Frequency: A low density of notes produced sneaky 
Zyks, while many notes with few rests created more ag-
gressive Zyks.
Tonality: Zyks exposed to out of key music became 
more intimidating and ferocious.
Theme: Zyks listening to repeated motifs grew tougher, 
layered skin.

Arpeggiation: Playing only arpeggios gave a Zyk unlim-
ited flight and diving ability.
Scale: Playing various scales (chromatic, pentatonic, 
or whole tone) gave Zyks unlimited attack power and 
ferocity, unlimited sneakiness and speed, and unlimited 
weight and toughness, respectively.



Restibo is a casual, open-world platformer about a little 
black circle who needs to find the keys to his home.  
The world is vast but Restibo is well equipped to scale 
the abstract blocks and traverse the gravity defying 
voids. With only two buttons, Restibo can perform 
almost a dozen different actions, climbing, grabbing, 
rolling, swinging, gliding, and breaking open objects 
among them. Hidden in the largest of the voids are the 
glyphs he needs to get home, but plenty of puzzles and 
mountains of blocks stand in the way. 

re s t I b o

co n c e p t Platform :  PC
Players :  1
Genre :  Platformer
Engine :  XNA 3.0
Produced :  Spr ing 2009
State :  Complete
Team : 
 Chelsea Howe
 Raj iv Puvvada
 Ara Yessayan
 Wan Jin Loh
 Just in Chan
 Ankur Agarwal
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Use the mouse to control Restibo. Advance up through 
the planet’s atmosphere, collecting bubbles and other 
enhancements to improve Restibo’s abilities. Collect all 
seven glyphs from the largest voids, one in each atmo-
sphere, to win the game.

ru l e s



co n t r o l s

Restibo was designed as a relatively simple, light-
hearted platformer with a monochromatic vector style 
and easy to learn, hard to master mechanics. From 
conception, the overall goal of Restibo hardly changed, 
and the interface was adjusted only to make the game 
more accessible.

Instead of focusing on the mechanics, we studied 
how to use those mechanics in ways completely 
unexpected, and how to convey that to players. Voids 
start out as self-contained regions of zero gravity, with 
anchor points that let players spin around and navigate 
the space. But as players advance, they realize anchor 
points near the edge of the void can actually be used to 
slingshot Restibo out of them and even higher into the 
atmosphere. Similarly, Restibo can bounce off blocks 
and gates in voids if opened in the appropriate direc-
tion. These sorts of realizations, where newer, grander 
things are made from the same simple pieces, are 
enchanting.

In terms of flow, there is no true linear path through 
Restibo’s world. Bubbles act as bread crumbs to 
encourage exploration and gently lead players towards 
the glyphs, but no areas are blockaded by anything but 
the player’s own skill. Players aiming for a challenge can 
shoot as high as they can as fast as they can, facing 
more precise jumps and time-based obstacles because 
they have not received as many powerups. Players 
interested more in light exploration will have enough 
powerups and bubbles that even difficult puzzles can 
be steadily overcome.

User-testing revealed a great satisfaction with figur-
ing out the controls in context, and with scaling and 
advancing higher in the level. Younger players were at-
tracted to the style, and older players to the difficulty of 
navigating some of the voids and making the larger or 
more precise jumps from block to block. By designing 
towards enchantment and flow, easy and hard fun , we 
appealed to a broader audience.
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The controls in Restibo are completely context depen-
dent. On the ground, Restibo will roll after the player’s 
mouse. Left clicking will make him jump into the air, and 
left clicking and holding over a block will make him stick 
to it. Dragging the mouse aims Restibo, and releasing 
the left button sends him flying. While in the air, right 
clicking will make Restibo glide slowly down. In a void, 
right clicking will attach Restibo to the anchor point 
nearest the mouse. 

de s I g n



Machines called spores and their flocking gasses of 
nanoparticles are swarming the galaxy. Comet, a sen-
tient cosmic entity, sits at the center of the spiral and 
must fight towards the fringes as the spores advance.

Comet is an arcade style shooter with over the shoulder 
3D perspective but 2D gameplay.  Each branch of the 
spiral galaxy holds its own unique set of play param-
eters, with difficulty increasing up the spiral’s arm.

co m e t

co n c e p t Platform :  PC/X360
Players :  1
Genre :  Arcade Shooter
Engine :  XNA 3.0
Produced :  Fal l  2008
State :  Complete
Team : 
 Chelsea Howe
 Ben Humberston
 Don Holden
 Joyce Lee
 Matthew Whaley
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Players can choose from any of the nine arms of the 
galaxy, but must advance through each arm linearly 
from one planet to the next. Planets contain crystals 
that hone Comet’s cosmic energy, which is lost as 
Comet fights the spores or is swarmed by nanoparti-
cles. Nanoparticles function in two different ways, either 
as offensive ‘arms’ extending from spores or defensive 
hurricanes whirling around them.

ru l e s
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Comet changed so drastically over the course of its 
design it can hardly be considered the same game. 
In its earliest conception, Comet was an RPG game 
about a sentient Comet that collided with earth sev-
eral thousand years after the post nuclear apocalypse. 
Designed as a statement on the toxicity of current 
human behavior, Comet had to harness clouds of 
microscopic creatures called artifacts that had evolved 
in the waste and come to process different existing 
remnants (steel, concrete, polymers, metals, wood). 
Gameplay was about destruction to greater and greater 
scales – destroying and eliminating a cigarette butt, a 
pop tab, an old plastic bag, all the way up to cities and 
skyscrapers. Managing the microscopic creature (called 
artefacts) combined with understanding where to guide 
them (subtly teaching about building materials) intro-
duced both strategy and puzzle elements. The scope 
of the world provided a wealth of exploration, and the 
actual destruction, when all the artefacts went off like 
time bombs and brought humanity’s relics to its knees, 
provided fiero. 

Perhaps most charming about the initial design was 
its capacity for EEG feedback: in order to activate 
the artefacts, Comet had to infuse them with cosmic 
energy. Players needed to hone their concentration as 
their target relics grew in size, energizing one flock of 
artifacts and the next. In the dust fields where cities 
once towered, a deep meditation could create bubbling 
springs of divine water to trickle outward and revitalize 
the land. It was important that EEG was not the main 
mechanic of the game, but rather a subtle, beauti-
ful, and completely new aspect. The realization that 
players could affect the game with their minds alone is 
the boundary-breaking sort of revelation so completely 
entwined with enchantment.

This initial design, unfortunately, was a dream with 
a team of only four people and a semester to work. 
Instead, the team selected its favored elements (particle 
clouds, a sentient comet, and resource management) 
and overlaid them onto something much more famil-
iar.  This completely changed the game, altering even 
the integral core of moral point and purpose. To retain 
the core would have meant compromising many of the 
design aspects that complimented and fed off one an-

other: the scale, the EEG, openness, and detail. It was 
better to start with a completely new core than neuter 
the original. 

The new Comet felt more like an arcade game, so the 
aim became short, challenging levels with little to no 
punishment for failure and enough variation that replay 
was not tedious. Gameplay was parameterized for pro-
cedural generation, and random assignment of param-
eters were combed through to find the most engaging 
and interesting combinations. The interrelatedness of 
some parameters was obvious – the size of the planet 
and the quantity of spores, or the number of crystals 
and the span of hurricane particles. Eventually, nine 
base configurations were chosen, and these became 
arms of the galaxy. Each arm catered to different play 
styles, in effect mapping the potential user experi-
ences onto the game’s virtual geography. Players could 
choose the style of challenge they wanted (often what 
was easiest) and progress along that arm of the galaxy. 
This practice helped them improve at the game and 
balanced more challenging arms with increased skill.
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A microscopic energy core continuously seeks out 
atoms to bond together and enhance its molecular 
structure. Taking from string theory, seven parallel 
dimensions exist littered with other atomic configura-
tions, all of which can be broken apart and salvaged for 
atoms. The player can go anywhere in the game from 
the instant they engage with the world, collecting the 
energy of the realm and converting it to their own. 

at o m I k

co n c e p t Platform :  PC
Players :  1
Genre :  Space Shooter RPG
Engine :  XNA 3.0
Produced :  Spr ing 2009
State :  Complete
Team : 
 Chelsea Howe
 Raivo Lindemann
 Hao Nguyen
 Shu Song
 Ian Sholtys
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Players can move anywhere in three dimensional space 
and use SHIFT to shift between dimensions. Each 
dimension is flavored with a different concentration of 
atoms, one of seven primitive types and shapes. As a 
player grows more confident in their abilities, they can 
advance towards the light at the center of the dimen-
sion, where the largest of the molecules in the realm 
waits, along with a new energy core.



de s I g n

In many games that implement customizable difficulty, 
finding the ‘fun’ is a consistent issue. Providing chal-
lenge sometimes is not enough to challenge the player. 
Open worlds can lack direction and guidance, and 
there is certainly such a thing as too much space for 
new users.  Non-linearity makes expansive narratives 
difficult, and sometimes there simply are not enough 
resources to produce a minimal one. 

Initially, Atomik was designed as a purely procedural 
game – one that would generate easier and harder mol-
ecules for the player to engage with and continuously 
populate realms with atoms to collect and stray energy 
to absorb. As the player collected certain types of 
molecules, we planned on deriving patterns for boost-
ing the player’s invisible statistics: charge power, type, 
defense, capacity, stealth, agility, speed, and gravity. 
But with this setup, there was simply no goal.
 
By placing a limit on overall energy in each dimension 
we introduced an element of balancing and also ex-

ploration (as molecules would no longer appear for the 
player wherever they roamed). By limiting the molecular 
configurations to a static set, we introduced a collec-
tion element. As players found molecules with certain 
configurations, they could destroy them and that con-
figuration was then available in their inventory to use. By 
making configurations linked to a set of interchangeable 
cores, we added a much deeper customization method 
that allowed players to establish more ownership over 
their set of cores and the related play styles.

Exploration, customization, collection, and resource 
management are exceedingly popular and oft used me-
chanics, which made it difficult initially to stomach their 
use as primary motivators in a game originally designed 
to test novel mechanics. The diversity of motivators, in 
the end, provided enough variation and opportunities 
for traversing the play space that, not only had we cre-
ated something relatively unique, but we had found the 
fun as well.
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The dawn of Games Studies programs at various 
institutions and universities contributed new, experimen-
tal material and theory. MIT’s Media Lab, RIT’s Game 
Studies program, and Carnegie Mellon’s Experimental 
Gameplay Project, to name a very few, all started looking 
at games from new standpoints. With the advent of rapid 
prototyping and the tools to do it well, the genre began 
to expand.

From a social perspective, the rampant growth of the in-
ternet and social connectivity led to new ways of distrib-
uting games and new ways of learning and playing them. 
Tools like Steam, Kongregate, PopCap, and the iPhone 
App Store make accessing games literally a single click, 
if one so desired. Due to the social nature of connectivity 
and increasingly compacted experiences, gaming started 
to see viral tendencies, with applications on facebook 
hitting millions of subscribers in record time.

The Wii marked Nintendo’s foray into exploratory and 
risky design. Innovative controls and simple, low-entry 
games enabled foreign audiences to engage with new 
content. Brain Age and Wii Fit are examples of hugely 
successful games explicitly targeting previously es-
tranged audiences. A larger audience for games meant 

In the time since this thesis was conceived the game de-
sign industry, and games as a medium, have undergone 
a momentous metamorphosis. Surely and inevitably, 
games are changing. Definitions, perceptions, and under-
standing are shifting away from the narrow, constrained 
genres and ideals of the past decades and blossoming 
into something entirely unique and beautifully creative. 
Technological, social, and cultural change have brought 
games to the cusp of a new era, and this progression 
into a broader, more accessible medium is being termed 
the New Games Movement.

The stagnancy of genre development and exploration at 
the beginning of the millennium had to break. An indus-
try dominated by low-risk companies had to adapt, or 
fall. Technologically, new tools for game development 
were and are becoming much more widespread. Flash, 
Torque, GameMaker, XNA, and the more recent Alice and 
Unity provided a gateway for independent and casual 
developers to start producing content. Without the time 
and cost concerns of an industry company, these devel-
opers could explore experimental and quirky content and 
mechanics. Their games are shorter than industry norms, 
compacting experiences and making them accessible to 
people without the time to play a classic, epic game.

th e ne W gA m e s mo V e m e n t

th e f u t u r e I s  n o t a r e s u lt o f c h o I c e s a m o n g a lt e r n at I v e  pat h s o f f e r e D b y t h e p r e s e n t,  b u t a p l a c e c r e at e D 
f I r s t I n  t h e m I n D a n D w I l l ,  c r e at e D n e x t I n  a c t I v I t y .  we a r e n o t

                                                                         g o I n g I n t o t h e f u t u r e,  b u t m a k I n g t h e f u t u r e.  
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glomeration of classic arts are finding applications to this 
interactive medium. As industry and academia uncover 
more of these trends, the truly versatile and expressive 
quality of games - of interactive experiences - is making 
itself known.

Games are tools to teach and educate, to effect social 
change and transmit powerful messages. Games are art 
and expression, evokers of touching images and carri-
ers of epic and minimal narrative. Games are carefree 
leisure and blissful escapism, productive and pleasing, 
sacred and savored. Games are communication and 
social connection, bridges across age and gender, race 
and economic standing. Games are the stories of our 
time. They are our childhood memories, our rainy days, 
late nights, and highlights. They are what we continue to 
invest in, not because we want to, but because at some 
illogical, irrational, innately primal level: we need to. 

Games are play, and play is the mind. 

The mind is the future, and so are games.

 

more revenue, which provided more room to experiment, 
and, at last, helped push games into the realm of a ma-
ture medium, not simply a past time for teenagers.

From a gender studies perspective, the New Games 
Movement signals the departure of games from a pre-
dominantly masculine medium. Both in the industry and 
as consumers, females are a quickly growing population.  
Helped undoubtedly by the increasingly broad range of 
content in games and their connective quality, women 
are not only consuming, but affecting. The trend in New 
Games is one towards more exploratory, curious, and 
creative endeavors, which could be seen as a general 
departure from the previously masculine goals of most 
games: subjugation, domination, and superiority. 

This positive cycle of reinforcement - experimentation, 
broadening audience, higher revenue, greater experi-
mentation - has brought games to a new stage in their 
evolution. With critical attention, the industry is finally 
receiving the credibility it deserves. A unified vocabulary 
is developing to better understand games, and research-
ers, scholars, and designers are studying the medium 
and discovering unprecedented possibilities and pat-
terns. Psychology, Sociology, HCI, and the whole con-



ma k I n g se n s e o f mu lt I p l e ca u s at I o n

shows the positive internal changes. Blue represents the 
additionof researchers, users, and social systems
to the medium. Purple is the current culmination of ideas 
and product termed the New Games Movement.

The New Games Movement arose from a variety of inter-
related factors - technological, financial, social, cultural, 
and academic. The orange area represents the negative 
connections and cycles that dominated the medium from 
its conception until recent years. YellowGreen represents 
the impact of advancing technology, while DarkGreen 

un d e r s tA n d I n g t h e eV o l u t I o n o f V I d e o gA m e s
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